2019-05-01 Customs declarant requirement

Daily responsibilities:

1. Familiar with H.S. code classification: determine whether the H.S. provided by our clients is correct, or conduct H.S. code classification according to product photos and product descriptions provided by our clients.

2. Understand the customs inspection procedure at the airport/harbor separately and complete the inspection work independently.

3. Dealing with customs abnormal declaration/cases, frequent communication with Dutch customs by email or phone.

4. Customs license application (Such as AEO, T1 and so on)

5. Responsible for warehouse module in the Sysafari system including inbound and outbound procedure.

Condition:

1. Customs declarant certification is a must;
2. Cheerful, clear and logical thinking, smooth expression;
3. Mother language must be Dutch.

Pro:

1. Experience with E-commerce declaration;
2. French language skill.